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ABSTRACT
Parsing of sentences based on Dependency Grammar is emulated with a constraint- and unification-based
mechanism that preserves single-headedness and projectivity in syntactic dependency. Working on
Chinese, and referring to English at times, the authors have treated subcategorization properties of verbs
on the assumptions that relative positions of obligatory complements of a verb are fixed, and that optional
verbal adjuncts, while relatively free in their choice of positions in the sentence, are constrained to be
placed farther away from the governing verb than any complements. A pair of subcategorization lists
residing in the governing verb have been used to capture these properties. However when one tries to
extend the model to languages with relatively free word order like Japanese, for which the assumptions
mentioned above are not valid, straight-forward list-manipulations on subcategorization lists will not be
adequate. This paper discusses how additional subcategorization handling mechanisms can be introduced
to deal with verbal complements scrambling and intervening adjuncts, while retaining the mechanisms to
capture default word order.
1. INTRODUCTION
Computational linguists in China [9][26][27] have been studying and experimenting with Chinese
sentence parsing based on the tradition of Gaifman, Hays and Robinson [4][7][21] in the development of
Dependency Grammar,[25] which is different from other traditions of the grammar formalism
[10][24][19][6] in that single-headedness and projectivity are required for dependency relations holding
between governor-dependent pairs of words in a sentence. Using different algorithms for the parsing
process, they differ in whether syntactic categories are considered in lieu of the actual words and in
whether and how word order is taken into consideration, but they all observe the requirements of single-
headedness and projectivity. They also label dependency relations with functional labels like subject and
object as is done in practically all schools of Dependency Grammar.
Unification [22] has been used in Dependency Grammar implementation and theory (e.g. [8][2][18]). The
authors have distinguished between a single-headed and projective dependency (constituent) structure
and a much less constrained functional structure.[14][15][16][17] Dependency rules [7] are annotated
with functional annotation,[1] and a unification-based parser [22][5] has been adapted to produce
dependency and functional structures for Chinese (and English) sentences. They have discussed how
syntactic phenomena like control are dealt with. They make a distinction between obligatory
complements prescribed for by the syntactic properties of the governing verb and optional adjuncts that
are taken care of by non-lexical rules in the syntax of the language. A pair of subcategorization lists
residing in the lexical entry of the governing verb are used to take care of obligatory verbal complements,
making use of constraints in Chinese (and English) that the subject is to the left of the verb while the
other verbal complements are on the other side, and that optional adjuncts must not come between the
verb and the non-subject complements.
Though basically respected in Chinese (and English), these constraints are obviously too restrictive. In
Japanese, for example, the subject, obligatory verbal complements and optional verbal adjuncts are all on
the same side of the verb, complements can be "scrambled", and adjuncts often come between
complements and the verb.
In this paper, the authors' mechanisms for dealing with verbal complements and adjuncts mentioned
above [17] are modified and extended to take care of free word order. Syntactic properties of the
governing verbs are encoded in their dictionary entries, and, free complement and adjunct word order are
taken care of by making modifications to the subcategorization lists and introducing special processing
mechanism, while inherent order of elements in the subcategorization list is still useful in capturing
default or preferred word order.
2. DEPENDENCY RULES, FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION AND SUBCATEGORIZATION
2.1 Single-Headed and Projective Dependency Grammar
In the authors' Dependency Grammar formalism, words contract governor-dependent (head-modifier)
relationships as shown below for the Chinese sentence na ren zai gongyuan li (from [26]):
zai (`i ')
ren ( ` person') 	 li(` inside')
na ( ` that')	 gongyuan ( ` park')
Fig. 1
The dependency structure in Fig. 1, which has been drawn so that the left-to-right word order of the
sentence is reflected, can also be represented as in Fig. 2:
Na	 ren	 zai gongyuan li
Fig. 2
These structures are governed by Robinson's four axioms of well-formedness:[211
(a) one and only one element is independent;
(b) all others depend directly on some element;
(c) no element depends directly on more than one other;
(d) if A depends directly on B and some element C intervenes between them
(in linear order of string), then C depends directly on A or on B
or some other intervening element.
It can be seen that the third axiom is a requirement of single-headedness. The fourth axiom is a
requirement of projectivity in the sense that structures like Fig. 3, in which branches cross one another,
are not allowed.
Yuyanxue wo zhidao to xihuan
linguistics	 I	 know he likes
Fig.3
Dependency structures with thse properties can also be accounted for by Hays' [7] dependency rules:
(a) X(A,B,C, ,H, * ,Y, ,Z)
(b) X( * )
(c) * (X)
Here, (a) states that the governing auxiliary alphabet X has dependents A, B, C, H, Y, Z and that X
itself (the governor) is situated between H and Y. (b) says that the terminal alphabet X occurs without
any dependents. In (c), X occurs without any governor, i.e. it is the main or central element.
Gaifman [4] has established that a Dependency Grammar obtained in this way, which is single-headed
and projective, is equivalent to a phrase structure grammar in the sense that:
(a) they have the same terminal alphabet;
(b) for every string over that alphabet, every structure attributed by either
grammar corresponds to a structure attributed by the other.
2.2 Dependency Rules and Functional Annotation
Not reflected in the formal representations reviewed above, grammatical functions like subject and object
are generally used to label dependency links. Applying the idea of functional annotation,[1] to Hays'
rules, the authors have proposed annotated dependency rules like the following:[14]
X(A(fa), B(fb),	 * , Z(fz))
For example, the following rules account for the transitive verbs:
(a) * (TV)
(b) TV(N(subj), * , N(obj))
(c) N( * )
The authors [16] have implemented a Dependency Grammar parser using PATR.[22][5] In this
implementation, the Chinese sentence Zhang San (name) kanjian (saw) Li Si (name) is accounted for by
the following PATR rule and appropriate lexical entries: (For details, see [16].)
TV –+ N1 TV N2
	 % only details of immediate significance shown
TV.ds.subj = Nl.ds
TV.ds.obj = N2.ds
Fig. 4
Besides a grammatical function structure, the following dependency structure is produced:
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[tv, [[n, [zhangsan]], [tv, [kanjian]], [n, [lisi]]]]
After applying a pruning operation on the two tv's (one immediately dominating the other), a dependency
structure is obtained. It is in this sense that the parser adapted from PAIR is conceived as a Dependency
Grammar parser.
More complicated sentence, e.g. Zhang San (name) xiang (want) da (`hit) Li Si (name), which involves
a subject-control verb, are dealt with by constraints defined in terms of dependency links (functional
features). (For details, see [16].) By introducing a level of grammatical function (dependency type) to
accommodate the offending complications, the authors [15][16] preserve single-headedness and
projectivity in syntactic dependency. Morphological and semantic constraints can also be dealt with on
additional grammatical levels.
2.3 Complements and Adjuncts in Chinese and English
While some Dependency Grammars (e.g. [24]) require that the rules of grammar should not be formally
distinct from subcategorization facts, the authors' approach recognizes that there are syntactic phenomena
that are not triggered by lexical properties. Verbal adjuncts are an example.
To deal with adjuncts, the authors use, in PATR notations, rules like: [17]
X ---> X Y	 % similar rules for left adjuncts
Y.fun = adjunct
Fig. 5
In Chinese and English, adjuncts generally do not come between a head word and its 'unmoved' non-
subject complements. Exploiting this property, lexical entries are endowed with separate
subcategorization lists [20] for the subject and for the other obligatory complements as follows
gei (` give')	 % immediately significant features only
subcat.left = [n(subj)]
subcat.right = [n(iobj), n(obj)]
Fig. 6
Rules like the following (necessary details only, for brevity) take care of complements subcategorized for
by the head word:
V---> V X
{Z = pop(V.subcat.right)}	 % Z = cat(fun) % fails if V.subcat.right is empty
X.cat = functor of Z	 % functor of Z = cat
X.fun = argument of Z	 % argument of Z = fun
Fig. 7
A similar rule V X V using the list V.subcat.left accounts for the subject. Adjuncts are kept from
getting in between a head word and its unmoved non-subject complements by adding to the adjunct rules
in Fig. 5 the following constraint:
X.subcat.right = empty list
3 FREE COMPLEMENT AND ADJUNCT ORDER
The treatment of verbal complements And adjuncts reviewed above assumes the following properties of
Chinese:
(a) Arguments subcategorized for by a verb occupy fixed positions;
(b) The subject is different from other complements and occupies a position to
the left of the verb;
(c) The (other) obligatory complements follow the verb;
(d) Optional adjuncts to the right of the verb do not intervene between the verb
and any of the obligatory complements.
These constraints are normally respected in Chinese, which is a 'fixed-word-order' language. 'Abnormal'
situations are dealt with using mainly non-lexical mechanisms. For example, in Chinese, any one of the
arguments of a verbal predicate can `topicalized' and 'moved' to the beginning of the sentence as
yuyanxue (` linguistics') in the sentences (1) and (2):
Yuyanxue	 ta xihuan	 (1)
linguistics	 he likes
`Linguistics, he likes'
Yuyanxue	 wo zhidao ta xihuan	 (2)
linguistics	 I	 know	 he likes
`Linguistics, I know he likes'
This is dealt with as a syntactic phenomenon that is not triggered by lexical subcategorization
requirements. 'Preposed' objects in Chinese is another 'abnormal' situation:
Wo ba ta bi le	 (3)
I	 prep he killed
`I killed him'
The possibility of preposing the object is known to be a function of, inter alia, semantic and syntactic
properties of the verb. However, this has nothing to do with what kinds of arguments a verb is to have.
Like topicalization, this is also dealt with as a general syntactic phenomenon rather than lexically
triggered subcategorization.
The real difficulty with the authors' treatment of complements and adjuncts is free complement and
adjunct order in languages like Japanese.
Sono	 hon wa John	 ga katta	 ([3]:112)	 (4)
that	 book topic John	 subj bought
`John bought that book'
Sono	 hon o	 John ga katta	 ([3]: 112)	 (5)
that	 book obj John subj bought
`John bought that book'
John ga sono	 hon o	 katta	 ([3]: 111)	 (6)
John subj that	 book obj bought
`John bought that book'
Topicalization in Japanese as in (4) can be dealt with as in Chinese and does not pose a real problem.
Scrambling, however, is different. While (6) is the 'normal' word order in Japanese, (5) is also possible.
In general, subjects and other complements of a Japanese verb can be "scrambled" without making the
sentence ungrammatical. This requires that the strictly order-respecting pop action for retrieving elements
in the subcategorization list be modified:
Another difficulty with Japanese is that optional adjuncts often intervene between the verb and the
complements.
John	 ga sono	 hon o	 ima yonde	 iru.	 ([3]: 102)	 (7)
person	 subj that	 book obj now reading
`John is now reading that book'
Watashi wa Asakusa kara Soka e junkyu de	 ikimashita. ([24]: 124) (8)
I	 topic place from place to semi-express by went
`I went from Asakusa to Soka by the semi-express train'
4 PARSING MECHANISMS FOR FREE COMPLEMENT AND ADJUNCT ORDER
Modifications to take care of argument scrambling and adjunct intervening are rather straight forward.
First, the modification to allow argument scrambling is to replace the pop action in Fig. 7 with a
find and get action as in Fig. 10:
X V
{Z find_and_get(V.subcat.compl)}
% fails if V.subcat.compl = empty list
X.cat = functor of Z
X.fun = argument of Z
Fig. 8
% re. word order in Japanese
% Z = cat(fun)
The find and get action searches a list for an element, returning it and removing it on success. In
Japanese, the subject and other complements are on the same side of the governing verb. The distinction
between the subject and other complements can be accounted for by a similar rule using the list
Vsubcat.subj.
To allow intervention of adjuncts between the verb and the complements, one needs only to make sure
that the adjunct rules are not constrained by any requirement that subcategorization lists be empty:
---> Y X
% X.subcat.compl = empty list
	 % X.subcat.subj = empty list
% the above two constraints must not apply
Y.fun = adjunct
Fig. 9
These modifications do not change the essence of the authors' system. With or without these
modifications, the system has the following characteristics:
(a) A set of annotated dependency rules, with parallel generation of syntactic
dependency structures and 'functional' structures ensuring that complicated
grammatical constraints can be satisfied within a single-headed and projective
dependency framework;
(b) Subcategorization information is stored in the lexical entries;
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(c) Adjunction is not triggered by lexical properties of the governing head;
It may seem ridiculous to have a list model to capture fixed complement order in some languages and
then undo the inherent ordering of list elements when extending the model to languages with free
complement order (scrambling). However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, all languages with free
word order (e.g. Japanese, Mongolian, Tagalog) do indeed have a preferred word order. Preferred or
default word order can be captured by the subcategorization list quite conveniently. For example, in the
implemention described in this section, preferred word order can be kept alive introducing alternatives:
Z = pop(V.subcat.subj); 	 % this alternative will be tried first
Z = find_and_get(V.subcat.subj))
to the list operations in Fig. 8, provided care is taken that the pop action removes the list element if, and
only if, it succeeds. This very crude implementation brings about a proliferation of backtracking, but may
recognize correct sentences in the default word order efficiently under the right conditions. In
sophisticated systems, it may be possible to vary the role played by the find and_ get action depending of
the degree of word order flexibility (completely turned off in the case of fixed word-order languages).
The mechanism allowing and not allowing intervention of adjuncts between complements and the
subcategorizing verb is of a different nature. It works in the other direction in the sense that if a constraint
is not included, adjunct intervention will be allowed.. Suppose that the adjunct rules become:
X -÷ Y X
((X.subcat.compl. = empy list, X.subcat.subj = empty list); true)
Y.fun = adjunct
Fig. 10
the first alternative applies the constraint (as in the case of Chinese). If this fails, the true alternative,
which allows the adjunct to intervene between complement and head, will always be satisfied. The
introduction of mechanisms for variable constraint strength (in the logic programming paradigm of PAIR
is considerable.
5 CONCLUSION
The Dependency Grammar formalism described in this paper features annotated dependency rules;
parallel generation of a single-headed and projective syntactic dependency structure and a much less
constrained functional structure; lexically triggered syntactic phenomena like subcategorization working
in conjunction with non-lexical syntactic rules like adjunction and topicalization; a list-based model with
inherent word order for encoding subcategorization information; a free adjunct positioning mechanism
unless it is constrained for non-intervention between complement and subcategorizing head. Implemented
using PATR (in PROLOG) for convenience, this formalism, which was first developed for a fixed-word-
order language, seems also to have potentials for use with languages with free complement and adjunct
order.
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